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Ebook free Circle of desire Full PDF
the meaning of desire is to long or hope for exhibit or feel desire for how to use desire in a sentence synonym discussion of
desire desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the attainment or possession of something that is in reality or
imagination within reach a desire for success craving implies a deep and imperative wish for something based on a sense of
need and hunger a craving for food companionship a longing is an intense wish generally noun definition of desire 1 as in urge a
strong wish for something a desire for adventure and excitement prompted him to travel to africa synonyms similar words
relevance urge longing craving thirst hunger passion appetite yearning lust wish taste compulsion drive itch meaning of desire in
english desire verb t not continuous formal uk dɪˈzaɪə r us dɪˈzaɪr desire verb t not continuous want add to word list c1 to want
something especially strongly i desire only to be left in peace the hotel had everything you could possibly desire noun opal w
dɪˈzaɪə r dɪˈzaɪər countable a strong wish to have or do something he now had enough money to satisfy all his desires desire for
something a strong desire for power revenge desire to do something she has a burning desire to be an artist formal i have no
desire i do not want to discuss the matter further noun uk dɪˈzaɪə r us desire noun wish add to word list b2 a strong feeling that
you want something to do sth i have no desire to have children there is a strong desire for peace among the people fewer
examples he has a burning desire to win his desire for money seems to override anything else definitions of desire noun the
feeling that accompanies an unsatisfied state see more noun an inclination to want things a man of many desires see more noun
something that is desired see more verb feel or have a desire for want strongly synonyms want see more verb express a desire
for see more verb expect and wish uncountable countable desire for somebody a strong wish to have sex with someone she felt
a surge of love and desire for him countable usually singular a person or thing that is wished for when she agreed to marry him
he felt he had achieved his heart s desire see desire in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary a desire is a strong wish to do or
have something i had a strong desire to help and care for people they seem to have lost their desire for life for synonyms wish
want longing need more synonyms of desire 2 verb no cont if you desire something you want it formal she had remarried and
desired a child with her new husband formal to want something to wish for something desire something we all desire health and
happiness the house had everything you could desire the dessert can be topped with cream if desired if you like the medicine
did not achieve the desired effect desire to do something fewer people desire to live in the north of the country to desire is to be
in a particular state of mind it is a state of mind familiar to everyone who has ever wanted to drink water or desired to know
what has happened to an old friend but its familiarity does not make it easy to give a theory of desire n 1 a the feeling of
wanting to have something or wishing that something will happen b an instance of this feeling she had a lifelong desire to visit
china 2 sexual appetite passion 3 an object of such feeling or passion a quiet evening with you is my only desire 4 archaic a
request or petition view definitions for desire desire noun as in want longing compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches ambition appetite aspiration craving devotion eagerness fascination greed hunger inclination love lust motive need
passion thirst will wish yearning strong matches admiration ardor attraction avidity verb these are words and phrases related to
desire click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of desire i desired candy all the time i was
dieting synonyms crave want wish long for yearn for hunger for thirst for antonyms spurn reject refuse decline repudiate
britannica dictionary definition of desire not used in progressive tenses object 1 somewhat formal to want or wish for something
to feel desire for something many people desire wealth he desired her approval more than anything the apartment has modern
amenities a great location everything you could desire the four stages of desire from everything to one thing why we should stop
wanting everything and focus on what matters most posted october 16 2015 reviewed by jessica schrader as a to desire
something has since the 13th century meant to long or hope for something over the centuries the verb desire has developed
other related meanings as well but it s this original meaning that s most often called into service the lover desires the beloved
the cat desires the mouse desires are states of mind that are expressed by terms like wanting wishing longing or craving a great
variety of features is commonly associated with desires they are seen as propositional attitudes towards conceivable states of
affairs desire n c 1300 a craving or yearning an emotion directed toward attainment or possession of an object sensual appetite
physical desire lust from old french desir from desirer see desire v meaning that which is longed for is from mid 14c also from c
1300 entries linking to desire consider v absent or reduced sexual thoughts or fantasies reduced or no initiation of sexual activity
absent or reduced sexual excitement or pleasure during most sexual activity absent or reduced sexual
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desire definition meaning merriam webster Mar 29 2024
the meaning of desire is to long or hope for exhibit or feel desire for how to use desire in a sentence synonym discussion of
desire

desire definition meaning dictionary com Feb 28 2024
desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the attainment or possession of something that is in reality or
imagination within reach a desire for success craving implies a deep and imperative wish for something based on a sense of
need and hunger a craving for food companionship a longing is an intense wish generally

desire synonyms 185 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 27 2024
noun definition of desire 1 as in urge a strong wish for something a desire for adventure and excitement prompted him to travel
to africa synonyms similar words relevance urge longing craving thirst hunger passion appetite yearning lust wish taste
compulsion drive itch

desire english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 26 2023
meaning of desire in english desire verb t not continuous formal uk dɪˈzaɪə r us dɪˈzaɪr desire verb t not continuous want add to
word list c1 to want something especially strongly i desire only to be left in peace the hotel had everything you could possibly
desire

desire noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 25 2023
noun opal w dɪˈzaɪə r dɪˈzaɪər countable a strong wish to have or do something he now had enough money to satisfy all his
desires desire for something a strong desire for power revenge desire to do something she has a burning desire to be an artist
formal i have no desire i do not want to discuss the matter further

desire meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 24 2023
noun uk dɪˈzaɪə r us desire noun wish add to word list b2 a strong feeling that you want something to do sth i have no desire to
have children there is a strong desire for peace among the people fewer examples he has a burning desire to win his desire for
money seems to override anything else

desire definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 23 2023
definitions of desire noun the feeling that accompanies an unsatisfied state see more noun an inclination to want things a man of
many desires see more noun something that is desired see more verb feel or have a desire for want strongly synonyms want see
more verb express a desire for see more verb expect and wish

desire noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 22 2023
uncountable countable desire for somebody a strong wish to have sex with someone she felt a surge of love and desire for him
countable usually singular a person or thing that is wished for when she agreed to marry him he felt he had achieved his heart s
desire see desire in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary

desire definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 21 2023
a desire is a strong wish to do or have something i had a strong desire to help and care for people they seem to have lost their
desire for life for synonyms wish want longing need more synonyms of desire 2 verb no cont if you desire something you want it
formal she had remarried and desired a child with her new husband

desire verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 20 2023
formal to want something to wish for something desire something we all desire health and happiness the house had everything
you could desire the dessert can be topped with cream if desired if you like the medicine did not achieve the desired effect
desire to do something fewer people desire to live in the north of the country

desire stanford encyclopedia of philosophy May 19 2023
to desire is to be in a particular state of mind it is a state of mind familiar to everyone who has ever wanted to drink water or
desired to know what has happened to an old friend but its familiarity does not make it easy to give a theory of desire

desire definition of desire by the free dictionary Apr 18 2023
n 1 a the feeling of wanting to have something or wishing that something will happen b an instance of this feeling she had a
lifelong desire to visit china 2 sexual appetite passion 3 an object of such feeling or passion a quiet evening with you is my only
desire 4 archaic a request or petition

132 synonyms antonyms for desire thesaurus com Mar 17 2023
view definitions for desire desire noun as in want longing compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches ambition
appetite aspiration craving devotion eagerness fascination greed hunger inclination love lust motive need passion thirst will wish
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yearning strong matches admiration ardor attraction avidity

desire 25 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Feb 16 2023
verb these are words and phrases related to desire click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition
of desire i desired candy all the time i was dieting synonyms crave want wish long for yearn for hunger for thirst for antonyms
spurn reject refuse decline repudiate

desire definition meaning britannica dictionary Jan 15 2023
britannica dictionary definition of desire not used in progressive tenses object 1 somewhat formal to want or wish for something
to feel desire for something many people desire wealth he desired her approval more than anything the apartment has modern
amenities a great location everything you could desire

the four stages of desire from everything to one thing Dec 14 2022
the four stages of desire from everything to one thing why we should stop wanting everything and focus on what matters most
posted october 16 2015 reviewed by jessica schrader as a

the entwined histories of desire and consider merriam Nov 13 2022
to desire something has since the 13th century meant to long or hope for something over the centuries the verb desire has
developed other related meanings as well but it s this original meaning that s most often called into service the lover desires the
beloved the cat desires the mouse

desire wikipedia Oct 12 2022
desires are states of mind that are expressed by terms like wanting wishing longing or craving a great variety of features is
commonly associated with desires they are seen as propositional attitudes towards conceivable states of affairs

desire etymology of desire by etymonline Sep 11 2022
desire n c 1300 a craving or yearning an emotion directed toward attainment or possession of an object sensual appetite
physical desire lust from old french desir from desirer see desire v meaning that which is longed for is from mid 14c also from c
1300 entries linking to desire consider v

sexual desire disorder psychology today singapore Aug 10 2022
absent or reduced sexual thoughts or fantasies reduced or no initiation of sexual activity absent or reduced sexual excitement or
pleasure during most sexual activity absent or reduced sexual
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